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There's a reason warehouse work pays a lot more. It's much more
demanding and physical. Also, don't forget Male shop workers
make less than the Female warehouse workers too, but sure, go
ahead and intentionally skew your data.
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Comments

Photonaria[S] • 11 points • 14 May, 2019 07:16 PM* 

My first job was working in retail. I immediately got put out in the warehouse. saying it's a similar role is
complete bullshit. Shop floor work is taking a couple items at a time and putting it on a shelf, then stand around
and talk to customers for a bit. Warehouse is constantly unloading heavy cages from trucks, non stop, then
organizing things in a -22C freezer and lifting heavy boxes. I only made about 10% more than the people on the
shop floor, including the men, but even then, the bulk of that bonus came from all the safety and emergency
training I had to do for that position, which comes with a small pay bonus anyway which also applied to women
in the exact same position.

This is why feminism is such a fucking joke, they intentionally misrepresent statistics to try and gain things they
don't even deserve. Like I mentioned, we had a couple women out in the warehouse and they got the same pay
and benefits as me yet they don't want to mention the male shop floor workers who got paid the same as female
shop workers? every fucking word of their claim in this sense is a lie. They gender pay gap bullshit has been
countered so many times yet they just won't let it die. When are they gonna do something useful instead of
playing the victim card, blaming everything on men and trying to get free handouts? Been a long time since
feminism cared about actual issues.

Koi-AK47 • 8 points • 14 May, 2019 10:02 PM* 

Feminism has always been a fucking joke. We can already see that feminists have shit for brains in
r/feminism. Any man who puts up a logical, thoughtful argument or counter to what rubbish they spout out
of their mouths will be slapped with a ban, especially if the man has huge, blatant evidence. It shows how
insecure they are.

This is why r/MensRights and ESPECIALLY r/MGTOW exist. Feminism has altered and spoiled society
beyond repair.

Photonaria[S] • 2 points • 14 May, 2019 10:41 PM* 

Feminism has always been a fucking joke.

I wouldn't say always. There was a time long ago when it was actually useful, productive and beneficial,
but for ages now it's one massive joke. so yeah, I agree with you. r/feminism and trollxc are the result of
childhood neglect, nobody raised right would unironically be a part of those communities, and I honestly
don't know whether it's sad or hilarious that they're too stupid to even realize how pathetic they are.

I support women's rights and equality and i'd be more than happy to work on resolving actual issues they
face but it just seems like they don't even want to. It's almost like they don't care about child marriages,
FGM, homeless women and sanitary products, no education in a lot of countries.. because they're too
busy trying to get extra money without earning it (wage gap lies) nothing and promoting false rapes. This
whole culture of self-victimization, being offended by fucking everything and finding a way to blame it
on every single man on planet is just laughable, and then they turn around and call us toxic? I don't give a
shit about them being chronic man haters, I really don't care hate me all you want, what I care about is
the fact they have such a live platform and they're wasting it on stupid irrelevant issues rather than things
that actually matter, and noy allowing us to talk about actual issues like higher suicide rates, parental
custody issues etc... Fuck Feminism.

julianleung • 1 point • 15 May, 2019 03:29 AM* 
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No, all waves of feminism are jokes. They are requesting rights they never earned (aka gender
equally™) in the first place.

They dont even accumulated knowledge, (form prehistoric to mordern pre feminist era) how can they
have the privilege to go to school? Schools are the results of men collecting knowledge.

All the so called rights for women? They are all free from corresponding responsibility

I dont call that feminism, i call that gender commiusm.

DeanneTheAtreyuist • 2 points • 14 May, 2019 10:24 PM 

Comparing warehouse work with shop work is like comparing having a child and having a dog/cat, yes, both are
troublesome but are you really going to compare and go "Wow, they are the same". Jesus Christ the absurdity of
these people.

julianleung • 2 points • 15 May, 2019 03:21 AM* 

Fuck you, similar role my ass. They keep talking and work like 1/3 of what a male coworker do (applys to all
fucking jobs under the fucking sun)
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